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on august 30 2011 boeing confirmed the launch of the 737 new engine variant to be called the boeing 737 max it was based on earlier 737 designs with more efficient leap
1b power plants aerodynamic improvements most notably split tip winglets and airframe modifications each generation of the boeing 737 has received new engines that helped
improve the 737 s range payload co2 emissions and fuel efficiency in total four engine families have been on the boeing 737 the boeing 737 next generation commonly
abbreviated as 737ng or 737 next gen is a twin engine narrow body aircraft produced by boeing commercial airplanes launched in 1993 as the third generation derivative of
the boeing 737 it has been produced since 1997 the 737ng is an upgrade of the 737 classic 300 400 500 series the 737 max is based on earlier 737 designs with more
efficient cfm international leap engines aerodynamic changes including distinctive split tip winglets and airframe modifications the cfm56 7b is the exclusive engine for
the boeing next generation single aisle airliner in total more than 15 000 cfm56 7b engines have been delivered to power 737 aircraft making it the most popular engine
aircraft combination in commercial aviation history overview digital design and manufacturing the next generation 737 is the first family of single aisle jetliners
designed concurrently using 100 percent 3d digital design and manufacturing technology technical specifications for all series of the 737 learn how the boeing 737 has
changed over four generations from two engine models to cfm56 turbofans and cfm international leap 1b engines compare the features and performance of each series and see
photos of the aircraft learn how the boeing 737 has evolved from a four engine aircraft to a twin engine one and how it has adapted to different market demands and
challenges explore the different generations and variants of the 737 from the original 737 100 to the latest 737 max boeing next generation 737 efficiency and growth
right now the next generation 737 provides our airline customers with superior reliability fuel efficiency and high value returns operators require in today s competitive
market since 1997 with the introduction of the 737 700 s cfm56 7b engines the 75 decibel noise contour is now only 3 5 miles long the core engine n2 is governed by
metering fuel see below whereas the fan n1 is a free turbine the 737 800 is the most produced of boeing s next generation aka ng 737 variants narrow body jetliners with
two wing mounted cfm56 engines manufactured by cfm international nearly overview videos technical specs gallery commercial 737 10 most profitable large single aisle the
737 10 is the largest airplane in the 737 max family providing more capacity and the lowest cost per seat of any single aisle airplane introducing the 737 10 the playback
api request failed for an unknown reason how and why boeing re engined the 737 to create the max by jon hemmerdinger 10 march 2021 circumstances preceding boeing s 2011
launch of the 737 max programme share similarities with the boeing 757 vs 737 engines passenger capacity comfort boeing 757 vs 737 prices conclusion boeing 757 vs 737
when we look at the boeing 757 vs 737 it s like comparing two stars in the sky both shine bright but they have their unique traits the engine on the 737 300 which debuted
in 1984 was put in a housing with a flattened lower lip that was likened to a hamster mouth with accessories like the generators and fuel pumps moved the 737 original
made its mark with two engines placed under the wings and a wider fuselage than its competitors at the time this gave it six across passenger capacity and also allowed
for simple conversion to hold standard sized freight containers the major change to the 737 design with the max was a new engine called the leap made by cfm international
a 50 50 joint venture between ge and french company safran and the exclusive engine the 737 300 had a new more modern engine that posed the first big challenge to boeing
s engineers the new series featured cfm56 turbofan engines yielding significant gains in fuel economy and a reduction in noise but also posing an engineering challenge
given the low ground clearance of the 737 a trait of its 707 derived fuselage
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on august 30 2011 boeing confirmed the launch of the 737 new engine variant to be called the boeing 737 max it was based on earlier 737 designs with more efficient leap
1b power plants aerodynamic improvements most notably split tip winglets and airframe modifications

what engines are on the boeing 737 planenerd

Apr 17 2024

each generation of the boeing 737 has received new engines that helped improve the 737 s range payload co2 emissions and fuel efficiency in total four engine families
have been on the boeing 737

boeing 737 next generation wikipedia

Mar 16 2024

the boeing 737 next generation commonly abbreviated as 737ng or 737 next gen is a twin engine narrow body aircraft produced by boeing commercial airplanes launched in
1993 as the third generation derivative of the boeing 737 it has been produced since 1997 the 737ng is an upgrade of the 737 classic 300 400 500 series

boeing 737 max wikipedia

Feb 15 2024

the 737 max is based on earlier 737 designs with more efficient cfm international leap engines aerodynamic changes including distinctive split tip winglets and airframe
modifications

cfm56 cfm international jet engines cfm international

Jan 14 2024

the cfm56 7b is the exclusive engine for the boeing next generation single aisle airliner in total more than 15 000 cfm56 7b engines have been delivered to power 737
aircraft making it the most popular engine aircraft combination in commercial aviation history

737 next generation design highlights the boeing company

Dec 13 2023

overview digital design and manufacturing the next generation 737 is the first family of single aisle jetliners designed concurrently using 100 percent 3d digital design
and manufacturing technology

boeing 737 detailed technical data the boeing 737 technical
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technical specifications for all series of the 737
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the boeing 737 the original classic ng and max what s
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learn how the boeing 737 has changed over four generations from two engine models to cfm56 turbofans and cfm international leap 1b engines compare the features and
performance of each series and see photos of the aircraft

the history of the boeing 737 simple flying

Sep 10 2023

learn how the boeing 737 has evolved from a four engine aircraft to a twin engine one and how it has adapted to different market demands and challenges explore the
different generations and variants of the 737 from the original 737 100 to the latest 737 max

next generation 737 the boeing company

Aug 09 2023

boeing next generation 737 efficiency and growth right now the next generation 737 provides our airline customers with superior reliability fuel efficiency and high value
returns operators require in today s competitive market

power plant the boeing 737 technical site

Jul 08 2023

since 1997 with the introduction of the 737 700 s cfm56 7b engines the 75 decibel noise contour is now only 3 5 miles long the core engine n2 is governed by metering fuel
see below whereas the fan n1 is a free turbine

things to know about the boeing 737 800 flying magazine

Jun 07 2023

the 737 800 is the most produced of boeing s next generation aka ng 737 variants narrow body jetliners with two wing mounted cfm56 engines manufactured by cfm
international nearly

737 10 most profitable large single aisle the boeing company

May 06 2023

overview videos technical specs gallery commercial 737 10 most profitable large single aisle the 737 10 is the largest airplane in the 737 max family providing more
capacity and the lowest cost per seat of any single aisle airplane introducing the 737 10 the playback api request failed for an unknown reason

how and why boeing re engined the 737 to create the max

Apr 05 2023

how and why boeing re engined the 737 to create the max by jon hemmerdinger 10 march 2021 circumstances preceding boeing s 2011 launch of the 737 max programme share
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boeing 757 vs 737 understanding the key differences
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boeing 757 vs 737 engines passenger capacity comfort boeing 757 vs 737 prices conclusion boeing 757 vs 737 when we look at the boeing 757 vs 737 it s like comparing two
stars in the sky both shine bright but they have their unique traits

should boeing have replaced the 737 instead of re forbes

Feb 03 2023

the engine on the 737 300 which debuted in 1984 was put in a housing with a flattened lower lip that was likened to a hamster mouth with accessories like the generators
and fuel pumps moved

the boeing 737 the original vs max what s the difference

Jan 02 2023

the 737 original made its mark with two engines placed under the wings and a wider fuselage than its competitors at the time this gave it six across passenger capacity
and also allowed for simple conversion to hold standard sized freight containers

after 2 serious 737 max engine incidents at southwest boeing

Dec 01 2022

the major change to the 737 design with the max was a new engine called the leap made by cfm international a 50 50 joint venture between ge and french company safran and
the exclusive engine

boeing 737 how world s most successful airplane became its

Oct 31 2022

the 737 300 had a new more modern engine that posed the first big challenge to boeing s engineers

boeing 737 classic wikipedia

Sep 29 2022

the new series featured cfm56 turbofan engines yielding significant gains in fuel economy and a reduction in noise but also posing an engineering challenge given the low
ground clearance of the 737 a trait of its 707 derived fuselage
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